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Mid-year a good
time to refocus on
driving safely at
yards and docks
“Now’s a good time to refocus
on the important driving skills that
separate the best drivers from
the others,” said Randy Bailey
after releasing Accident Frequency numbers for the first six month
of 2022.
“We had two relatively minor
accidents in June that could have
easily been prevented. That led
to a June Accident Frequency
Rate (AFR) of 1.40 and a 6month year-to-date AFR of 1.20.
“Those aren’t the worst numbers we’ve ever reported but
they could have been much lower had we been aware of our surroundings and known what was
in the path while backing.

Pictured is Elie Huhn delivering a load to PCA Chicago Specialty
July 5. The Waco Sheet Plant's reach is far and wide. Our Waco
Drivers are always ready to answer the call.
-Ron Bates, Waco Terminal Mgr.
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Bailey said that one of the
June preventables involved a
driver backing in to hook to a
trailer and hitting the mirror of his
truck on the trailer parked beside
him. In the other, a driver was
making a U-turn at PCA Arlington
in the parking lot. The trailer tandems were slid all the way forward and the tail swing of the
trailer caught a parked pickup.
In the first four months of
2022, there were five preventable
accidents. There were also five
preventables in the months of
May and June.
(Continued on page 2)
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Six-month AFR
(Continued from page 1)

“At times in
the past, we’ve
recognized a
trend that follows
difficult seasons
or drivers who
pull off the highway into a yard
and relax their
Randy Bailey
focus,” Bailey
Driver Services
and Safety
said.
“Unfortunately,
those moments of complacency
have led to accidents that just
should not happen.”
Bailey asked all drivers to
look for potential hazards around
docks and parking areas. “Don’t

Trucking
let rushing, frustration, fatigue or
complacency lead to critical errors and potential accidents,” he
said.
Both of the June accidents
involved company trucks. Those
drivers travelled 737,000 miles
and posted an AFR for the
month of 2.71.
Owner-Operators have had
an excellent driving safety record
for the year with just two preventable accidents in 4.1 million
logged miles. Their AFR through
six months is at .49 accidents
per million miles of travel.
Company trucks have travelled 4.2 million miles with eight
preventables. The combined
AFR for all PCA/BCT trucks is a
respectable 1.20.

Welcome to new and
returning drivers who have joined
the ranks of BCT, Inc. and Boise
Trucking Operations during the
past month.
Michael Mosqueda of Irrigon, Oregon June 2
as a new Owner-Operator out of Wallula.
Scott Beverst of Allentown, Pennsylvania June
17 as a new Trillium Driver for Allentown.
Victor Corona of Milton Freewater, Oregon
June 17 as a returning Owner-Operator out of
Wallula.
Harold Mosley of Effort, Pennsylvania June 17
as a new Trillium Driver for Allentown.
Raymond Portillo of Belton, Texas June 21 as
a new Owner-Operator out of DeRidder.

ACCIDENT
FREQUENCY
2022 6-Month AFR
Preventable* AFR**

January
February
March
April
May
June
Total

0
1
3
1
3
2
10

0.00
0.78
1.93
0.73
2.22
1.40
1.20

*Any accident in which our
driver failed by defensive driving
to do everything reasonable to
prevent the accident.
** The number of preventable wrecks per million miles of
travel.

Lawrence Walker of Selma, Alabama June 21
as a new Jackson Driver for TDS Transport.

Michael Critelli of Georgetown, Texas June
30 as a new Company Spotter for Waco.

Earn extra cash!
Check out our Driver-to-Driver bonus
program for current drivers who help us
connect with future drivers. Page 11.
If you’re an Owner-Operator who
knows a driver who would be a good ‘fit’

for BCT ...

Call 1-800-544-5989, Opt. 5.
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Top drivers respond to pain of high diesel prices
Diesel fuel prices were pushing $6/gal for most of the month
of June and our valued drivers
helped offset the pain by recording some the best fuel economy
figures this year as indicated in
the table below.
The top eleven drivers all recorded 8.7 MPG or better, which is
just short of phenomenal. Engine
idle time, proper use of cruise
control and maintaining recommended air pressure in tires all
have an impact on MPG.
Engine idle time creates a
twofold problem….the issue of
wasting fuel (typical diesel engine
in idle mode consumes one gallon/hr) needlessly and the environmental concerns that go along
with it, as well as shortening the
life of the engine.

“The top eleven

drivers all
recorded 8.7 MPG
or better, which
is just short of
phenomenal. “
-Dan Bernert
Idling runs the engine while
only partially combusting diesel –
this leads to residue buildup on
engine components, inefficient
fuel consumption, and costly mechanical degradation. In fact,
idling causes twice as much wear
on the vehicle’s internal parts as
does regular driving.

Last month
we had more
examples of
drivers working
hard to reduce
idle times than
we have seen
in quite some
time. In fact,
we had two
PCA/Columbus
dedicated drivers Dan Bernert
that raised the bar
BCT GM
to a level that I
thought was not possible.
Jack Selig and Tommy Asbury recorded engine idle times
of 18 and
26 minutes respectively…..that’s
for the entire month!! Unbelievable!! Thanks to all who worked
hard to reduce idle time last
month.

Driver

Location

Dan Bier

PCA Salem Corrugated

9.4

82407

Terry Blair

PCA Salem Corrugated

9.4

82410

Daniel Calk

CTC/Waco Dedicated

9.2

72279

Mark Stevenson

PCA Salem Corrugated

9.0

82409

Alfonzo Sanchez

PCA Salem Corrugated

8.9

82408

Amalio Hernandez

PCA Salem Corrugated

8.9

82406

Russ Smith

PCA Columbus Corrugated

8.8

82377

Todd Garrity

PCA Columbus Corrugated

8.8

82404

Allan Wiseman

PCA Columbus Corrugated

8.7

82401

Jack Selig

PCA Columbus Corrugated

8.7

82412

James Burt

CTC/Waco Dedicated

8.7

82424

MPG

Truck
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Driver underestimates ankle injury, goes on to roll truck
So what Not to Do
when you roll your ankle -and you think
you're ok.
One of my former drivers recently went to work for another
company. He was unloading at a
customer's dock. Once unloaded
he was walking down a ramp and
rolled his ankle. His first mistake

was he thought he was ok and
maybe had a sprain. So he got
back into the truck and went on
his merry way. But, when he
needed to brake/ accelerate he
apparently blacked out from the

pain of rolling his ankle and rolled
the truck and trailer.
He was very fortunate to
come out of this ok, the outcome
could have been so much worse.
Unfortunately that was not the
case for the truck/trailer.

-Rebecca Moore
Vancouver Terminal Mgr.

Utility knife blade slips and causes
‘fatigue, rushing injury to hand
A couple of weeks ago, my
husband was using a utility knife
to cut something. Well this particular blade had the break off tip.
He was pressing way too hard
and the tip snapped and sliced
right into his thumb.
He ended up with 7 stitches. I
think he was Frustrated (had
been working on his truck for
awhile), Fatigued, and Rushing
as he needed to get the truck
done. His critical errors were

eyes and Mind not on task, In the
Line of fire and Traction/Grip.
Don’t mind his dirty hand, he had
been working on the underside of
his truck.
Thankfully, it could have been
worse. He has a little numbness
and weakness in that thumb, but
he can still use it

-Jenny Walker
Vancouver Dispatcher

Do they help you think of
ways your states led to critical errors? Are these similar
situations to some from
your past? Sharing these
stories gives all of us a
chance to learn from others
and help prevent the same
thing from happening to ourselves, our families and our
friends.
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There’s only one way to avoid sideswipe wrecks…

Expect
them!
Most sideswipe accidents are
PREVENTABLE by proper mirror
use and vehicle control techniques.

Proper Lane
Change Procedure

Get back on throttle, begin
moving over slowly, and check
mirrors carefully repeatedly
through the maneuver.

Sideswipe accidents come
in 3 basic types:

Plan all lane changes well in
advance. Avoid lane changes if
not necessary, and avoid quick or
sudden moves.

Cancel turn signal when centered in new lane.

•
•
•

Lane Change Right to
Left
Lane Change Left to
Right
Opposite Direction
sideswipe

Watch mirrors closely to monitor traffic to the sides and rear.
Activate turn signal a few seconds prior to the maneuver.
Ease off throttle to slightly
reduce speed, to clear or “flush”
your blind spots.

Note: Know where your blind
spots are. This is the “No Zone”.
Anticipate other motorists hanging out there, unaware of the
danger they are in.
Also: Be aware of your trailer
off-tracking during right and left
turns, and also other motorists
attempting to pass you on the
right during a right turn.

•Rear-end collision - Rear-end accidents are gener-

•Loss-of-control accidents - Loss-of-control acci-

•Backing accident - Backing accidents are generally

•Speed & Space Management - Safely managing

ally preventable because increasing following distance is a reasonable precaution drivers should take
to avoid an accident.
preventable because getting out to look behind a
vehicle is a reasonable precaution for drivers to take
to avoid an accident.

dents are often preventable because it is reasonable
to expect the driver to drive at a speed that is appropriate for road and weather conditions.
the speed of your vehicle and the space around it
with respect to road, traffic, and weather conditions
is important.
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Wallula Dispatcher Paul
Fischer was there to
help when Grandson
Mitchell caught his first
fish on a new pole.
Working safely gives
him a chance to spend
time with his
family doing
things they
all enjoy.
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“There are many reasons
drivers may consider tinting windows,” said Randy Bailey, BCT
Manager of Driver Services and
Safety. Some feel health concerns such as reducing glare and
skin protection are important.
Others note that it helps keep
cabs cooler in scorching temperatures.
But Bailey points out that
while tinting is allowed by regulation, there are clear guidelines.
And recent citations to BCT Owner-Operators during inspections
make the topic timely, Bailey
said.
It’s clear from Regulations
(393.60, Glazing in specific openings) what is allowed.
Section (d) states: Coloring or
tinting of windshields and windows. Coloring or tinting of windshields and the windows to the

immediate right and left of the
driver is allowed, provided the
parallel luminous transmittance
through the colored or tinted
glazing is not less than 70 percent of the light at normal incidence in those portions of the
windshield or windows which are
marked as having a parallel luminous transmittance of not less

than 70 percent. The transmittance restriction does not apply
to other windows on the commercial motor vehicle.
“To make it very clear,” Bailey
said, “Drivers may have windshields and side windows tinted
as long as it does not block more
than 70 percent of normal light.”
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CSA Reports for Owner Operators and Company Drivers
CSA
BASICS

UNSAFE
DRIVING

Intervention
Threshold

HOURS OFSERVICE

DRIVER
FITNESS

VEHICLE
MAINT.

CRASH
INDICAT.

ISS
Score

65%

65%

80%

80%

65%

May 9, 2022

4%

60%

0%

74%

34%

45

June 6, 2022

5%

55%

0%

77%

29%

46

July 5, 2022

4%

56%

0%

77%

18%

46

May 9, 2022

0%

0%

0%

14%

7%

32

June 6, 2022

0%

0%

0%

22%

7%

35

July 5, 2022

0%

0%

0%

19%

18%

33

BCT, Inc.

Company

Inc. = Inconclusive

No Vios = No Violations

* = Exceeds

Improving

Alert

I take safety
at work very
seriously, so
I can make
it back
home to my
family.
-Robert Payton
Commerce Driver
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Distractions, speeding still lead to work zone fatalities
In 2020, 857 people were
killed and 44,240 people were
injured in work zone crashes.
Work zone crashes are defined as taking place within the
boundaries of a work zone or on
an approach to or exit from a
work zone due to activities, behaviors, or controls related to

traffic moving through the boundaries of a work zone.
Of the 857 fatalities:

•

479 were in construction
zones

•

314 were in work zones of
unknown type

•

56 were in maintenance

zones

•

8 were in a utility zone

Work zone deaths reached a
high in 2002, at 1,186. The fewest work zone deaths occurred in
2010, with 586. Since 2010, work
zone deaths have increased
46%.
Fatality data from the Bureau
of Labor Statistics (BLS) shows
an average of 56 workerpedestrians are killed per year
after being struck by vehicles in
work zones.
This estimate using BLS
Census of Fatal Occupational
Injuries (CFOI) data is not fully
comparable with the other National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) data presented on this page. NHTSA data is limited to crashes on public
roadways, while BLS worker fatality estimates include all work
zone incidents, regardless of location.
The majority of deaths in
work zones are drivers of motor
vehicles in transport. Vehicles
involved in fatal crashes include
both those engaged in construction activities as well as those
traveling through a construction
zone.
Work zone deaths by type,
from highest to lowest are:

•

Drivers of motor vehicles –
530 deaths (62%)

•

Pedestrians – 156 deaths
(18%)

•

Passengers of motor vehicles
– 150 deaths (18%)

•
•

Bicyclists – 14 deaths (2%)

Other and unknown – 7
deaths (1%)
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and hit the bumper of his tractor.

Gear damaged by
rail tracks at mill
Trailer door damaged
After hitting dock
A spotter at Waco PCA was
backing to a dock the early afternoon of June 3 when the
trailer door struck the dock.
Damage was limited to the door
and hinges.

Possible road debris
causes bumper split
A Company driver was on a
two lane road on Texas 155
near Big Sandy, Texas when
he was passed by a flatbed
truck.
The driver reported he
heard a loud bang and believes
something fell off the flatbed

A late morning incident
June 16 involved landing gear
and railroad tracks at the DeRidder Mill. The gear were
caught on the tracks and damaged.

Trailer door damages
customer dock door
An Owner-Operator was
backing to the dock of a customer at Fort Worth Texas the
morning of June 21 when the
door came open and hit the
customer's dock door. The
driver reported the door was
held back with a bungee cord.
There was damage to both the
trailer door and the customer’s
roll-up door.

Parking lot turn
damages pickup
A Company Driver was
turning around in the parking lot
at PCA Arlington the morning of
June 24 the DOT bumper of the
trailer he was pulling hit a
parked vehicle. There was no
damage to the BCT/PCA equipment but the 2006 Ford pickup
had damage to the passenger
side door.

Mirror clips trailer
backing in Waco
A Company Driver was
backing in the Waco PCA lot
the early morning of June 24.
He was backing a company
truck intending to hook to a
Company trailer. The tractor’s
right mirror clipped another
parked trailer in the process.
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Winter brings tough
road conditions.
Tony Humburg

Fred
If you’re
an Owner-Operator
McCoy

Recommend a new
Owner-Operator to

BCT and earn cash!

Most accidents can be
avoided if you slow down
and increase following
distance.




Eric Jenkins

“Finding
good OwnerOperators is
important to
BCT. We
feel our own
-Pat Robinson
drivers are
the best source of new
people who meet our
safety and service
standards.”
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ALPIZAR, SAUL
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Start
7/7/2015

Location

Years

Wallula Container

7

Wallula BCT

9

ALTVATER, TERRY

7/25/2013

ALVAREZ, ARTURO

7/9/2018

Wallula Hurley

4

BALL, CHRISTOPHER M

7/22/2000

DeRidder Trkg

22

CASTILLO, ARMANDO

7/29/2020

Wallula Hurley

2

CHAVEZ, JOSE M

7/15/2014

Wallula BCT

8

COKER, KIRKLAN E

7/16/2018

DeRidder Trkg

4

DONAHUE, KERIC D

7/8/2014

Waco Container

8

FISCHER, PAUL A

7/23/2001

Wallula Trkg

21

FLACK, JEREMY

7/27/2020

DeRidder Trkg

2

FRIND, JOHN E

7/5/2011

Vancouver BCT

11

GARZA, ELIDO

7/16/2018

Wallula BCT

4

7/8/2011

Wallula BCT

11

7/23/2010

LCC South BCT

12

GRAY, CLARENCE

7/9/2020

LCC South BCT

2

HORVATH, STEVEN

7/5/2017

Waco Container

5

IZAGUIRRE, FERNANDO

7/7/2021

Waco Container

1

LASLEY, STEPHEN

7/22/2010

LCC South BCT

12

LONGORIA, BENITO

7/16/2012

Wallula Trkg

10

MAGANA, QUIRINO

7/20/2011

Wallula PCA Dedicated

11

NAVARRO, JOSE

7/16/2014

Wallula PCA Dedicated

8

PASSMORE, MARC D

7/28/2014

Columbus Container

8

PIEDRA-SANCHEZ, ALFONSO

7/31/2018

Salem Container

4

GOURDIN, YURY
GRANADOS, RODRIGO

PIMENTEL, AUDELINO

7/2/2018

Wallula BCT

4

PRESLER, TIM

7/3/2012

Wallula Trkg

10

SMITH, MARTIN R

7/9/2018

DeRidder Trkg

4

SOULIA, DALE J

7/10/2018

Wallula BCT

4

STONE, MICHAEL

7/20/2012

Waco Container

10

TAYLOR, ALBERT

7/31/2007

Waco Container

15

THOMPSON, MICHAEL L

7/30/2021

Jackson BCT

1

7/1/1975

LCC I-5 BCT

47

TORREZ, SAMMY J
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1

TAKE CARE
OF YOURSELF! The

2

ALWAYS
MAINTAIN
YOUR VEHICLE

3

BE AWARE OF
YOUR "NOZONE" Other drivers may not be aware

5

most important part of a
moving truck is the driver!
Get plenty of rest before
getting behind the wheel.
Eat well and stay fit. Remember, hours of service
violations are serious and
can threaten your livelihood or even your life.
Stay healthy and well rested, or don't drive!

Inspect your vehicle before
each trip and check your
brakes regularly. Learn how
to inspect your brakes, identify safety defects, and get
them repaired before risking
your life and others on the
highway.

enough space between
you and the vehicle in front of
you. If you hit someone from behind, you are typically considered
"at fault," regardless of the situation. Large trucks require more
stopping distances than other vehicles. Take advantage of your
driving height, and anticipate
braking situations.

But the pros … the drivers who have been out
there for years without
preventable wrecks ... are
doing these things well
every single day they get
behind the wheel.

of the size of your truck's blind spots. Be vigilant in
watching out for vehicles in the No-Zone. The NoZone represents the danger areas, or blind spots,
around trucks and buses where crashes are more
likely to occur. One-third of all crashes between
large trucks and cars take place in the No-Zone.

4

ALWAYS KEEP YOUR
DISTANCE Always leave

SLOW DOWN IN WORK ZONES

Watch out for highway construction. Stay
alert. Work zone crashes are more likely
to happen during the day. Almost one-third of fatal
crashes in work zones involved large trucks. Take
your time going through work zones and give yourself plenty of room. Expect the unexpected!

7

6

FASTEN YOUR
SEAT BELT Buckle up

for safety and control. If
you are in a crash, a seat belt
can save your life and those
around you. It will keep you in
your seat and allow you to
maintain control of your truck.
A major cause of driver fatalities involves being ejected from
the vehicle. Wearing seat belts,
is still the single most effective
thing all drivers can do to save
lives and reduce injures on our
roadways.

ALWAYS DRIVE DEFENSIVELY

Avoid aggressive drivers! It's estimated
that each year two-thirds of all traffic fatalities are caused by aggressive driving behaviors.
Keep your distance and maintain a safe speed. The
only thing speed will increase is your chance for a
crash.

8

WORK TO HELP YOURSELVES Be

the professional on the highway and at
safety events! Help stranded motorists;
notify traffic safety agencies of crashes, unsafe drivers, unsafe roadway conditions, and other situations
that can lead to crashes.
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Kudos

One way we
thank others for
their help making our
business work and better
serving our customers safely.

Thanks to Allentown
drivers for training

on the Westbound side. Ken
called me to ask if that driver had
called in saying if they were
broke down, which they had
not. Ken asked for the driver’s
phone number. Ken called the
driver to make sure he was ok or
if he needed help as Ken would
be coming back by that same location after he delivered and
picked up his backhaul.
The driver told Ken he was
fine. I appreciate Ken looking out
for his fellow drivers and willing to
help out if needed. Teamwork
makes the Dream work!

From Shaun Reilly
Allentown Terminal Mgr.
Vincent Spohn And Tim
Frankenfield for training two
temp drivers that have been a
good fit for our fleet.
They spent two days with
Harold and Scott showing them
the ins and outs of our business
for a smooth transition.

Looking out for
fellow driver

DeRidder hitting
the curve balls
From Mike Hayes
Operations Mgr.
I’d like to give a shout out to
our team in DeRidder. They’re
always being thrown curves, but
everyone there seems to pull together to get things done.

From Amy Barron
Jackson Terminal Mgr.
I would like to thank Ken
Eaton for looking out for a fellow
driver. Ken was on his way to
PCA Honea Path and noticed
another one of our OwnerOperators on the side of the road

To the office personnel, mechanics, company drivers, owner
operators and especially the
spotters - I just want to say thank
you. We know you guys deal with
a ton of bs on a daily basis, but
still manage to get the job done.
Thanks for your efforts.

Kudos to several for
efforts at Columbus
From Robert Roop
Columbus Terminal Mgr.
Kudos to Todd Garrity, Jason Britton, Kevin White, Matt
Hurley and Marc Passmore for
sharing videos of near misses
while driving last month. These
videos are important to discuss at
Safety meetings!
And to Marc Passmore for
stepping up and helping with Dispatch while Mike Clark took a
well-deserved vacation to Florida!

Hage steps in for
maternity leave
From Shana Freedman
Load Planner

Thank you Mike Hage for
covering for me while I was on
maternity leave, and also taking
the extra time to help behind the
scenes that first week I was back
to work. You went above and
beyond as I got re-adjusted, so
thank you!

BE SAFE. DRIVE SMART.

Be aware of the
space around your

Changing lanes and
passing are cause of

Eliminate as many
distractions as possi-

Drive no faster
than is safe for your
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36 years of service

PCA/BCT celebrate anniversary of Vancouver’s ‘Iron Maiden’
Please join me in congratulating Rebecca Moore for 36 years of
service to BCT/ PCA!
Dan likes to joke that she’s the iron maiden, but her team always
gets it done, and done safely.
Year-to-date both Salem dedicated and Vancouver Owners have
zero AFR, and I cannot remember the last time someone got hurt at
work. Financially we’re still upside down, but her plan implemented
in April should get us closer to EBITDA neutral.
Rebec is super independent, has a great sense of humor, and
has been a pleasure to know for many years.
Congrats Rebecca, and thank you.

-Mike Hayes
Operations Mgr.
Actually, Roger Olds (BCT GM 1999-2006) dubbed her “the Iron
Maiden” because she’s tough as nails and twice as sharp. Congratulations on 36 years! Some of the best memories of my career were in
Portland with you and Kenny. Keep up the great work!

-Dan Bernert
BCT GM
Rebecca Moore

Hage become a key player in his five years
I’d like to publicly thank Mike Hage
for his five years of service to BCT/
PCA.
As usual he has been a key player
the last year in many aspects of our
business. He’s helped with maintenance records, traveled to DeRidder
for TMW training, and is constantly
covering vacations, sick days and
jury duty.

(Get Out
and Look)
It’s impossible
to have a good
reason for hitting
a parked vehicle
or a fixed object
while backing!

Mike also planned the I-84 fleet for 3
months this spring, while still covering logistics. Because of his experience, our drivers in the south and
along I-84 feel comfortable calling
him for help whenever needed.
Thanks for your loyalty and efforts
Hage, you are appreciated.

Mike Hage

-Mike Hayes
Operations Mgr.
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Safety training for the Professional Drivers of PCA & BCT
Go to: www.protread.com/
1.Click Pro-Tread “User Login”
2.Login:
User ID: YourName (no space between
names)
User ID: YourName (again, exactly the
same)
3. Site ID: Type in “200744”
4.Click “Login”
5.Chose “Lesson Menu”
6.Choose “All Lessons By Title”
7.Choose “Heat Illness”
8.Disclaimer ... Choose “Accept”
9.Lesson loads and starts automatically
10.You see “Congratulations” when
completed.
Click “Stop” button to get
credit for completing the lesson.

